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Barnacle Glue Cures Like Blood
Clots
As adhesives manufacturers and distributors, Super Glue Corporation
is always monitoring the science news for interesting “glue” related
stories. The ability for things to adhere themselves to other things in
nature is fascinating!
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Here’s an excerpt from a recent e! Science News Article (Oct. 16,
2009) “Barnacles are a big problem for boats. Adhering to the
undersides of vessels, carpets of the crustaceans can increase fuel
consumption by as much as 25%. Ship owners would love to know
how to stop these hitchhikers gluing on, but before you can learn how
to disrupt an adhesive, you have to understand the curing process.”
Click for full story.
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Hobbyists are the best! Check out these extreme plans and revisions
for a Permanent Model Railway System Roger S posted on his blog!
We are constantly amazed by the talent and attention to accurate

detail hobbyists use in their crafts. We appreciate that super glue is
used to create this permanent model railway system.
Read full story.

Combat Knife “Fastener Tip”
Using Super Glue

Super Glue is often used as a screw reinforcement in many woodworking and furniture-making projects. We also know that one of the
strongest bonds super glue creates, between different surfaces, takes
place with metal to metal surfaces.
Recently, a comment by S Willin on the Combat Knives website
caught our attention. The blog posting is describing a new Boker USA
Armed Forces Tactical Tanto Fixed Blade Combat knife.
[Photo Credit: Combat Knives Blog]
Read full story.

Modeling Tips

We admire the attention to detail expert craftsmen demonstrate in all
they do. In a blog post titled, “Friday Quick Tip – Model Holder”
Grey_Death describes a technique for holding miniature models while
painting on the details.
[Photo Credit: Grey_Death]
Read full story.

Is There Such A Thing As Too
Much Caution?

A recent article and blog post about schools limiting science lab
experimentation due to health and safety rules caught our attention.
We are interested to hear what our readers have to say on this
subject!
[PHOTO CREDIT: Times OnLine CAPTION: "Schools have banned
experiments seen as dangerous, even though they teach vital skills."]
Read full story.

Mariah Mentions Superglue in
Her New Song

“When I break, I break, I break and no superglue can fix it … Not
even a welder and a builder …”
The Original Super Glue can fix almost everything instantly, but we do
admit broken hearts are hard, even for superglue, to mend :)
Click for video.

Creative Costumes Require
Super Glue!

Nothing works better than super glue for attaching fancy
embellishments to costumes.
[PHOTO CREDIT: Feather-Mask]
Read full story.

Yikes! Cat Lovers Beware …
Here’s a silly super glue story for you … In a recent blog post story
entitled “Thirteen Lessons For New Cat Owners” Lesson #6 states:
“Tink got into my art drawer where I keep various and sundry
goodies. She bit into a tube of super glue. After you quit laughing
please remember Lesson #6 – Cats look really funny with paper clips,
eraser nubs and stamps stuck on their faces but sooner or later you
have to get them off. You will not look funny with all the scratches
and puncture holes on your hands and arms that will result from this
truly agonizing exercise.”
So, consider yourself warned keep super glue away from children
AND cats!
Read full story.

Robotic Pumpkins – How Cool!

Ok, just imagine this for a second … You have a display of carved
jack-o-lanterns on your porch Halloween evening and a spirited group
of young teens appears at your door to trick or treat … what fun to be
able to have one of those carved jack-o-lanterns start roaming around
the porch!! The self-proclaimed “evil mad scientists” blog gives all the
details you need to create this awesome “rovin’ pumpkin”.
[PHOTO CREDIT: Evil Mad Scientist Laboratories]
Read full story.

Original Model Ship Builder Fan

of Super Glue!

Carolyn C. shared a terrific story and pictures with us – we love
hearing from creative users of our products!! According to Carolyn, her
brother Tracy R. “built this ship from scratch and no instructions, so it
is a true original. He used no other glue than yours.” Tracy’s favorite
Super Glue Corporation products, according to Carolyn C. are “Super
Glue, Zap A Gap , and Zip Kicker“.
Read full story.
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